
From Portfolio Solutions to Value streams
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A portfolio solution is defined by a target customer value stream 

Set of activities performed by our client users using our solutions

Clients get an 
invoice and 

accept to pay it

Market,  
prospects & 
customer needs

Sales & Marketing operational value 
stream

An operational value stream  is defined by activities that 
collectively generate revenue

Set of activities performed by our staff  to sell the solution on the market

Solution delivery 

operational value 
stream

New 
information 
available

Solution reflects state 
of the art information 

& features 

Set of activities performed by our staff  to operate the solution and keep it current and relevant

Several operational value streams cycles contribute to revenue generation:
The sales generation cycle (above) and the solution development & delivery cycle (below)
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A development value stream  is 
defined by the software required 
by revenue-generating activities

Like any value stream, a development value stream needs to deliver a well-
identified and independent scope of value for the operational value stream.



Delivering value to Value Streams with ARTs
A development value stream  can be dedicated to specific software systems 
required by revenue-generating activities

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
Set of activities performed by our staff  

to generate revenue or by our 
customers to accomplish goals

Operational value stream

Development value streamDevelop Software Systems required 
to support complete business goal

Design Build Test Release

Agile Release 
Trains delivering  Features to their 

Development value 
stream

A Agile Release Train is the team of Agile teams involved in developing the software in the development 
value stream. One or more  Agile Release Trains are required to realize a given Development value Stream.
ARTs work product is defined by a backlog of Features or Enablers that the ART splits into User Stories for 

delivery by the Agile teams. Architects define the implementation constraints.

Agile Release Trains (ARTs) are defined by the ability to independently release 
new capabilities or features to production
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Releasing Features to Solutions with Agile Teams

Agile teams are defined by their ability to bring different skills together to release 
functional increments of value in short time-boxes

ART 1

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

An Agile Team consists of members with a variety of skills that make it possible for them to release 
an increment of value in the form of user stories, from analysis to release. User stories are units of 

value in the systems developed by the ART, such as a web service, a front-end feature, 
implementation of an algorithm, etc.. User stories contribute to either Enablers or Features. 
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Product Increment (PI)
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Dependencies between user stories from different teams in the ART are identified and planned 
during the PI planning, such that the PI can deliver Features or Enablers requiring implementations 

from multiple teams (eg a webservice being required prior to the front-end feature).
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Defining the Solution Backlog with Features and Enablers
User journey to accomplish a goalUser goal 

accomplished
Some user 
goal

EPICs and Features are defined in terms of user goals that need to be fulfilled given a context

EPIC Y
Features in our solution 
to contribute to the user 

goals
Feature D Feature E Feature F

Features are organized into EPICs that contribute to a larger user goal. Features depend on certain capabilities that need to be supported 
by the platform. These capabilities are the foundational building blocks of the solutions, that are called Enablers in the SAFe framework.

Architects analyze 
Features and determine 
the required Enablers

EPICs and Features are analyzed by the 
Architects in collaboration with SMEs and 
UX designers. They identify the Enablers 

required to support the Features. 

EPIC YEPIC Z

EPIC X

The Architecture Runway 
Enablers consist of any 
prior artefact that is 
required to implement 

Features

Enabler B

Knowledge 
model

System 
component

UX 
Pattern DataProcess

Enablers can be of various types, e.g. UX Patterns, system 
components, processes, data models or data sets, that the 

Feature will use to deliver on the user goal.
If these Enablers do not yet exist, they are inserted in the 

backlog in order to be developed ahead of the Feature, so as 
to extend the Architecture Runway to land the Feature.

If these Enablers are already available, 
they become part of the architecture 

specifications for the Feature that will be 
then owned by the Agile Teams 

developing the User Stories.
Enablers that exist in the system ahead 
of Features using them are called the 

Architecture Runway.
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Features and Enablers 
are groomed in the 

backlog



Delivering a Solution Platform and Product Features

ARTs

Features Value 
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Customers’ value streams define 
Portfolio and Features
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as Enablers to the platform and 
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Customer and operational value streams 
define development value streams

Epic Owners / 
Enterprise 
architect



People are accountable for making the process work

ARTs

Features Value 
Streams

Enablers

Customers’ value streams define 
Portfolio and Features

EPIC Y

User goal 
accomplished

Some user 
goal

Feature D Feature E Feature F

A Product Manager is a person whose role it is to 
split, detail and document Features that the company 
has decided to fund the EPIC for, and to feed to them 

to the ART backlog. They need to identify these 
Features using some objective process that identifies 
clearly what value needs to be delivered to the user. 
They do not over-specify features in detail, they trust 
the other roles in the chain to define detailed stories 

such that this value will be delivered. A UX Designer is a person whose role it is to discover 
how the user experience can deliver the expected 
value. UX Designers are a controversial role and 
constant source of tension in any Agile process. 

They have the skills to conduct activities that lead to a finer 
understanding of user needs and workflows but they have the 
practice of taking these activities all the way to high definition 

designs that end up as etched-in-stone requirements in the Agile 
backlog, which stifles in-context solutioning.

UX Designers developing a smart practice of fine-tuning the 
specification upfront while collaborating with Agile teams in a way 

that leaves  room for smart creation of solutions in the delivery 
context is a sign of design maturity. 

Product Managers / 
UX Designers

Goal-driven Architecture defines 
platform Enablers
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Solution and System Architects analyze the 
Features and manage the Architecture 

Runway. They identify Enablers, manage the 
relationships between Enablers and the 
technical dependencies between User 

Stories. They document these in detail and 
contribute significantly to the effective 

planning of technical delivery during the 
Product Increment Planning meetings.

Solution / System 
Architects

ARTs deliver reusable capabilities 
to the platform and Features to 
the Portfolio Solutions

Release of new 
capabilities and 

featuresTeam 1 Team 2 Team 3
ART 1Value stream  

features backlog

Solution Context

Product Owners receive Features from 
Product Management and work with the Agile 
Team to analyze and split the Features into 
User Stories. The teams can be as creative 
as they like to identify the best User Stories 
to deliver the Features, collaborate with the 

UX Designers to flesh them out, and organize 
themselves to deliver them in the Product 

Increment sprints.
This is where the core, traditional Agile level 
resides and won’t be detailed further here.

The Release Train Engineer is the role 
responsible to ensure that all required technical 

and value-related documentation and 
preparation has been done prior to the Product 

Increment Planning. They are the leader-
servant whose job it is to make sure that PI 

Planning works and that the plan gets delivered.

Release Train Engineer / 
Product Owners and 

Agile Teams

Customer and operational value streams 
define development value streams

New 
information 
available

Solution reflects state 
of the art information 

& features 

An EPIC Owner is a person whose role it is to 
manage a complete chain of economic value 

delivery by the solution or product. They own the 
business case, manage the financing decision-

making process and control spend on their EPIC. 
They hand off their detailed value delivery strategy to the 
Product Owners in the form of Features that the company 

has decided to fund.
The Enterprise Architect has the role of structuring the effective 

delivery of Value as intended by the enterprise. They structure the 
Enablers Backlog and own the process by which the Architecture 
Runway is effectively managed. They work very closely with and 

advise the Portfolio owners and the executives on how to structure 
SAFe teams to ensure the most friction-less delivery of Value.

Epic Owners / 
Enterprise architect



Appendix 1: Solution Train to manage complex 
system dependencies between ARTs

Solution Trains 
constrain and 

define how each ART delivers their work product to the 
Solution

A Solution Train is a superstructure to ARTs when ARTs are independently responsible for the delivery of 
certain systems, but their system needs to play well with or be integrated into another system or workflow.

The goal of Solution Trains is to provide clear context for each system, namely how their system will be 
used in the larger solution, agreeing on connection points, technology, and any other constraint that is 

necessary for the Solution to work as envisioned.
One thing that Solution Trains are NOT is a string of functional or architectural dependencies. It is 

therefore important to clearly define the scope of each ART as an independent agent of value delivery. 
Deciding whether to split ARTs into separate independent systems of a Solution Train or keep them whole 

as a single system is an important Enterprise and Solution Architecture decision that has significant 
implications in terms of the synchronization and management overhead, as well as TTM.

Solution Trains are defined by coordination needs between ARTs that deploy 
different systems that need to be integrated in a larger system (system of systems)
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Solution Context
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Appendix 2: Delivering a Solution Platform and Product Features

The key question of SAFe 
implementation is:
How to convert Value Streams into ART 
teams that are optimized for value 
delivery to the market?

How do we ensure innovation, agility and TTM for solutions 
by organizing the teams appropriately?

Removing development silos and business silos is essential, 
in order for ARTs to have the ability to release working 
software independently.

BUT…

How to maximize the reuse of 
code and platform assets and 
minimize local variance and 
reimplementation of features.

This is a significant challenge in terms of enterprise 
architecture, systems architecture, solution portfolio and 
budget governance.

The delivery and business organizations must be 
organized smartly using SAFe workflow constructs , such 
as Value Streams, the Architectural Runway EPICs and 
Features where some teams are tasked with developing 
shared Enablers for upcoming features, some teams are 
tasked with delivering working features and some deliver 
integration into products.
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